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A Little About Me

H i th ere!
e!
I'm Jodi

WELCOME TO YOUR EMPOWERED ED COMMUNITY
I enjoy supporting early childhood educators around the world through
my training sessions, blog posts, digital resources and private educator
Member Hub to feel more confident in their role no matter their level
of experience or the area of early learning they are currently working
in!
I have worked in the early childhood and community services
profession for over 35 years so I know what it's like to be in the
trenches without the support , time and step by step guidance you
need. As busy (& underpaid!) educators we don't have time for difficult
to understand jargon or lengthy theoretical debates - you just want to
meet requirements while still having the time to do what you do
best...supporting and extending the unique learning journey of every
child in your care as they grow and discover in these very important
early years.
And that is exactly why I like to do things a little bit differently to
support educators just like you - I don't believe that professional
development and the tools we use to do our jobs well need to be
complicated, out of our budget or judgmental. I believe every adult
learns differently and at a different pace and that's OK. There is nothing
wrong with going back to basics & embracing simple...so welcome to our
Empowered Ed Community...let's do this together!
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Tips for using your new resource!
This is your new reflection journal and I have made it as easy as I can to help you
set up your own consistent reflection system that works with YOUR service
type, skills and time available. As you continually add to your journal pages you
will be creating a folder of ever evolving reflection evidence that is also
supporting the work that you do and giving you the tools and step by step
prompts to help you not only identify your needs & goals but also HOW to take
action, find the information you need, feel more empowered and make necessary
changes as needed!
Before you get started take a minute to first read through my tips below as they
will help you to get the most out of your journal!

EMPOWERED STEPS FOR USING YOUR REFLECTION JOURNAL

Step #1
The journal is designed to be most useful printed out and used in hard copy format so
you can pick it up at any time and fill in as you get moments throughout your day. I
suggest adding to a ring binder folder - add more pages as you need them.

Step #4
At the beginning of
each month take 30
minutes to fill out your
monthly focus pages &
again at the end of the
month to fill out your
'Monthly Rewind' pages

Step #5
Choose 1 of the critical
reflection focus areas
each month & complete
the 'Rewind' & 'Fast
Forward' sections. You
DO NOT need to do
EVERY section every
month!

Step #6

Step #2
Take 30 minutes to fill in the 'All About Me' sections when you have your journal
printed and set up in a folder.

Step #3
Aim to complete the 'Weekly Self' & 'Weekly Rewind' sections everyday but there
is no need to answer every question, choose the ones you feel will be most helpful
for your day.
Use this journal in the way that makes the best use of your time and energy
available - this resource is meant to make reflection a habit & give you a tool to
simplify the process for you, it is NOT be an added source of stress!
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If you don't have time
for an in depth critical
reflection that month
use the 'Quickie
Rewind' pages so you
still have some form of
reflection recorded.
You can also use the 'In
& On Moments'
Reflection pages & the
Review Summary.

My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On Me!

All About Me!
Think about how you work as an educator then answer the questions below. It's important to first
understand and identify our current practice, thoughts, feelings, values and perspectives before we
can make a decision on how we want to grow!

What is my personal philosophy for how I aim to work with young children?

What are my strengths? What do I feel like I do very well?

What tasks or situations do I tend to avoid if I can?
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All About Me!
Think about how you work as an educator then answer the questions below. It's important to first
understand and identify our current practice, thoughts, feelings, values and perspectives before we
can make a decision on how we want to grow!

What do I do to look after my wellbeing while working in early childhood?

What are my possible biases that could impact my work as an educator?

What do I feel like I could do better or change?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On the Week Ahead

My Weekly Self
Planning Ahead - What does the week ahead look like for me? What do I want to get done? How am
I going to make it happen?

My big goal for this week is:

How will I make it happen? What resources or materials do I need?

What are the top 5 things on my to do list this week?

What do I need to setup or change in my learning environments?
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My Weekly Self
What does the week ahead look like for me? What do I want to get done? How am I going
to make it happen?

Is there anything from last week to include in my forward planning?

Are there any events, celebrations or community commitments?

How will I be connecting and engaging with families this week?

What learning areas and intentional teaching am I focusing on this week?
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Weekly Rewind
Reflecting on the Week - Thinking about the week that just finished - did it go the way you thought it
would? Were there experiences that had an impact on your work? Is there something to note?

What worked well this week from my program? Why do I think that is?

What didn't work so well? Why? What could I have done differently?

What types of documentation or assessment did I complete?
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Weekly Rewind
Reflecting on the Week - Thinking about the week that just finished - did it go the way you thought it
would? Were there experiences that had an impact on your work? Is there something to note?

How did I include the children's voices, interests & incidental learning this week?

How did I connect with families, my community or other educators this week?

How did I look after my wellbeing? What moment made me feel proud this week?

What did this week tell me about how to move forward next week?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS

On the Month Ahead

My Monthly Focus
Planning Ahead - think about your month ahead, what you want to achieve, what last month's
reflections told you & how you will move forward & continue to grow & learn.

My 3 big goals for the month ahead are:

The 3 actions I commit to taking to achieve my goals are:

What do I need to review & plan for based on my last monthly rewind?
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My Monthly Focus
Planning Ahead - think about your month ahead, what you want to achieve, what last month's
reflections told you & how you will move forward & continue to grow & learn.

When things feel hard this month I will remind myself:

What will I do this month for my own self-care & wellbeing?

What am I excited about or looking forward to this month? Why?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS

On the Month Gone

Monthly Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about the month that just finished, what stands out? Were there
experiences that had an impact on your work? Is there something to change?

What 1 thing happened this month that I feel needs further focus?

Did this experience relate to personal or professional development?

What moments made me feel confident & empowered this month?

What moments made me feel less confident or unsure this month?
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My Reflection Journal

CRITICAL
REFLECTION

Focus Areas

CHOOSE 1 AREA TO FOCUS ON EVERY MONTH

My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS

On Professional Growth

Situation Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about a situation or experience that recently stood out to you for
some reason or challenged your emotions, actions or perspective in some way then add a few
thoughts to the question prompts below.

How do I feel about the way I handled a recent experience or situation?

Is there something I wish I had done differently or known beforehand?

What strategies/skills or support did I need to use in this situation?

What did I already know about this area or experience?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous page, now use that
information to look forward and decide how you can learn from this experience and take action.

What was something new I learnt through this experience?

Where could I find more information that relates to this area?

Who could mentor or help me to access this information? How?

What could this same experience look like for me next time?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On Documentation!

Document Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Take a moment to review and think about your current planning cycle
documentation and assessment , the time it takes you to compile and what you have been recording,
then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below.

How can I see my program is linking to current service philosophy?

How do I seek input & record children's voices to guide my ongoing program?

How does my program offer a range of learning outcome opportunities?

How do I record spontaneous learning opportunities and emerging interests?
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Document Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Take a moment to review and think about your current planning cycle
documentation and assessment , the time it takes you to compile and what you have been recording,
then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below.

How do I include regular intentional learning experiences & evaluate after?

What templates, formats or digital resources do I use to observe children?

How have I been analysing the learning from observations I record?

How do I link together my observations, reflections & forward planning?
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Document Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Take a moment to review and think about your current planning cycle
documentation and assessment , the time it takes you to compile and what you have been recording,
then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below.

Does my language reflect the learning outcomes? Can parents understand it?

How do I link my forward planning activities back to my obs & program?

How do I include critical reflection as part of my planning cycle?

How have I been assessing children's development & learning progress?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages, now use that
information to look forward and decide how you can learn from your reflections and take action.

What was something new I learnt while completing my planning cycle review ?

What did I identify that is really frustrating or difficult about my cycle?

How am I listening to children’s ideas, and what do I do with them?

What would I like to change about my current documentation system? Why?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages, now use that
information to look forward and decide how you can learn from your reflections and take action.

What area of the planning cycle or assessment do I need more information on ?

Where could I find more information that relates to the planning cycle steps?

Who could mentor or help me to access this information? How?

What will my planning cycle look like for me next month after making changes?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On Conversations!

Conversation Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about a conversation (with child/parent/educator/colleague)
that recently stood out to you for some reason or challenged your emotions, actions or perspective in
some way then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below.

Where, when and with who did this conversation occur for me?

What points, topics or issues did the conversation relate to?

Was this a positive or negative discussion or conversation for me? Why?

How do I generally respond to feedback from parents or a leader/coordinator?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages, now use that
information to look forward and decide how you can learn from your conversations and take
action.

Has this conversation raised areas or thoughts I want more information on ?

How might the outcome of that conversation been different if I ……..?

Did my usual assumptions mislead my practice somehow? What assumptions
can I challenge next time a conversation or situation like this occurs?

What have I learnt through training or reading that will help guide me?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS

On Day to Day Practice

Day to Day Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about your everyday experiences, your day to day practice and
your daily rhythms and routines then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below.

What am I most confident with in my work right now? What do I enjoy?

Do I regularly setup & complete my planned activities or feel too overwhelmed?

Across a week do I include intentional & incidental learning opportunities?

How do I know I am covering all learning outcome areas?
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Day to Day Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about your everyday experiences, your day to day practice and
your daily rhythms and routines then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below.

What do I wish I could do more efficiently or easily each day?

How does my philosophy fit & connect with the current service philosophy?

How effectively are my transition times and flexible routines working?

How am I regularly inviting feedback & engagement from families & staff?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages, now use that
information to look forward and decide how you can learn from your current day to day practice
and experiences and take action if needed.

Has this reflection raised an area I need more training or support with?

What do I feel is working well or not so well lately? What do I need to focus on?

Who could mentor or help me to access this information? How?

What did I learn? What could I use or change in my day to day work?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On My Program

Program Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about your current program and how you meet the children's
needs, your own and also meet requirements for your area or service type then add a few thoughts
to the question prompts below.

What type of program format do I use? Does this work for me at the moment?

How do I plan my program experiences & how do I know this is working?

How am I consistently extending children’s learning?

What is my system for sharing the program with families & including children?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages, now use that
information to look forward and decide how you can learn from your current program of activities
and experiences and take action if needed.

Has this reflection raised an area I need more training or support with?

What theories might provide me with a different viewpoint on this area?

Who could mentor or help me to access this information? How?

How could I use the new information in my programs going forward?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On Children's Voices

Voices Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about how you have been seeking to include the children's
voices, interests and input into your overall program and planning then add a few thoughts to the
question prompts below.

How am I deciding on what the children are interested in?

How do I identify a child's voice if they are not yet communicating verbally?

How am I listening to the children’s ideas, and what do I do with them?

Is this an area I am confused or confident with right now? Why is that?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages, now use that
information to look forward and decide how you can learn from your current use of children's
voices in your planning and take action if needed.

What would I like to know more about when using a child's voice in planning?

Where could I find more information that relates to this area of practice?

Who could mentor or help me to access this information? How?

What did I learn about this? Does this make me want to instigate changes?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS

On Culture &Diversity!

Cultural Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about how you consistently acknowledge, respect and value
children’s diverse identities then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below.

What do I do to ensure families and children feel a sense of belonging?

How do I take into account the needs, perspectives and opinions of parents and
their children in my planning, displays and communication?

How do I acknowledge, respect and value children’s diverse identities daily?

How do I work with children with additional needs?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages , now use that
information to help you look forward and highlight how you can learn from your inclusion of
culture and diversity and take further action if needed.

Is there something I could change in my environment & planning to further
encourage a belonging, being and becoming?

Where could I find more information that relates to this area of practice?

How are my fellow educators planning for & including cultural diversity?

What changes do I want to make now I have more information?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On Collaboration

Collaboration Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about how you network and engage with other professionals
and within your community then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below to help you
learn more about your actions.

How do I support families to connect with services in our community?

What professional meetings, events, training or forums have I joined recently?

How is my current networking meeting/not meeting my needs?

What methods have I been using to connect and explore other perspectives?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages , now use that
information to help you look forward and highlight how you can learn from your networking and
take further action if needed.

What are the areas where I need support or the areas I want to extend on?

Who are the people in my current support network who can help me achieve
these goals?

How can I find out more about community services relevant to our families?

What other external networks within my local area would I like to become
involved in? How will I find out about them?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On Wellbeing

Wellbeing Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about how you make a commitment to incorporating and
fostering well-being for you as an educator and also the children in care then add a few thoughts
to the question prompts below to help you learn more about your actions.

How is my health at the moment? Have I been facing any health challenges?

How do I support children to develop & strengthen their wellbeing skills?

What changes to my environments or program have I made recently to ensure my
needs or a child's well-being needs were met?
was able to meet?

How do I foster open communication with families to build relationships?
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Wellbeing Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about how you make a commitment to incorporating and
fostering well-being for you as an educator and also the children in care then add a few thoughts
to the question prompts below to help you learn more about your actions.

How do I support young children to develop secure attachments ? What does
this look like in my service and planning?

What is a recent example of a child needing my support to help develop their
resilience? How did it work for me? How did it work for the child?

Have I felt like my well-being has been supported in the work environment
recently? What happened? How did this make me feel or impact on my work?
was able to meet?

How do I make time for the activities I enjoy that also help me to relax?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages , now use that
information to help you look forward and highlight how you can learn from your well-being
practices and take further action if needed.

When I am feeling overwhelmed at work I know I can ask for support from.....?

How can I raise awareness of the importance of children’s mental health and
well-being both individually and as a service?

What activities help me to recharge my batteries & how can I do them more often?

How else could I help a child to feel safe, secure & supported? What additional
information do I need to make changes here?
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My Reflection Journal

REFLECTIONS
On Environments

Environment Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about how you setup, present, interact and engage with your
indoor and outdoor environments then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below to help
you learn more about your actions.

Does my work environment give me access to materials & reading resources
that increase my knowledge base?

How do I include displays of the children's work, conversations and comments to
assist me in reflecting on their learning and thinking?

How do I setup my environments to foster the children’s developing autonomy
and independence?
was able to meet?

How do I support children to help plan and set up their environment?
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Environment Rewind
Critical Reflection Moment -Think about how you setup, present, interact and engage with your
indoor and outdoor environments then add a few thoughts to the question prompts below to help
you learn more about your actions.

How do I balance opportunities for challenging play while also keeping children
safe? How do I assess risks and hazards?

How do I reflect the cultures and backgrounds of our families in care?

How do I consistently model environmentally friendly and sustainable practices?
How do I ensure children become actively engaged in this learning?

How do I equip and organise my environments to cater for different
developmental levels and capabilities?
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Growth Fast Forward
Critical Reflection Moment -Thinking about your answers on the previous pages , now use that
information to help you look forward and highlight how you can learn from your environments and
take further action if needed.

What theories or research influence the way in which I plan the environments
for children?

How can I learn more about different perspectives or find inspiration and ideas?

How could I choose and display resources that encourage more open ended
learning?

How could I change the layout of my environment to provide a greater variety of
spaces?
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QUICK
REFLECTION

Tools

CHOOSE WHEN YOU ARE RUNNING SHORT ON TIME!

My Reflection Journal

Reflection Quickie's
MEANINGFUL MOMENTS & THOUGHTS

Quickie Rewind
Quick Reflection Summary -Think about a situation or experience that recently stood out to you
for some reason then add a few brief answers to the following reflection prompts. Allow no more
than 15 minutes to complete - this is a quickie remember!

What happened and when did it occur?

Why do I think it happened?

How do I feel about this moment?

What can I take away from this experience? Did it challenge me somehow?
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Quickie Rewind
Quick Reflection Summary -Think about a situation or experience that recently stood out to you
for some reason then add a few brief answers to the following reflection prompts. Allow no more
than 15 minutes to complete - this is a quickie remember!

What could I do differently in the future?

Do I need extra support or help to learn more about this?

How might the outcome of that experience been different if I ..........?

How would I do it differently or better next time?
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My Reflection Journal

In-Action Perspectives
IN THE MOMENT REFLECTIONS

In-Action Moment
Quick Reflection Summary -Use this page to add some quick dot points or brief thoughts about
an experience, activity or moment that is currently occurring and you want to extend on in more
detail later!

What is happening?

Why is it important?

Who is involved ?

How do I feel about this?

What does this observation tell me?

What could I do next?
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My Reflection Journal

On-Action Perspectives
AFTER THE MOMENT REFLECTIONS

On-Action Moment
Quick Reflection Summary -Use this page to add some quick dot points or brief thoughts about
an experience, activity or moment that is has already occurred and you want to extend on in more
detail!

What happened & where?

Why was it important?

Who was involved ?

How do it make me feel?

What did this observation tell me?

What could I do next?
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My Reflection Journal

Looking Forward
REFLECTION SUMMARIES TO GUIDE LEARNING,
DEVELOPMENT & WELLBEING NEXT MONTH

Reflection Review
Quick Reflection Summary - When you think about your reflection focus areas over the past
month what do they tell you? Spend 5 minutes to answer the questions below and this will give
you a brief summary to build from.

What did I learn about myself this month? How did I look after my wellbeing?

What was something new or interesting I discovered in terms of professional
development? Is there something I have identified I want to learn more about?

What do my observations and analysis of learning from this month tell me about
how to plan ahead for next month?

In what way were my choices determined by the expectations of my early
learning service / leader / coordinator or director?
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Hi Empowered Ed!
Thanks for downloading this resource for educators.
If you have any questions or would like to request permission to share anything in this resource please
email support@theempowerededucatoronline.com

Please note the following information before using...
I hope you find this resource useful – I love creating resources to support educators in
the important work that they do! All downloads are Copyright protected to The
EmpoweredEducator2019 Not to be distributed , transferred, or shared in any form.
Personal Use Only: This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you
will not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly display any
content from my downloads (except for your own personal, non-commercial use).
No Redistribution: You may not reproduce, repackage, or redistribute the contents of
these downloads, in whole or part, for any reason. This includes ‘giving’ someone your
copy that you are no longer using.
Clipart / Images: All images used in this printable document are my owned by me with
the appropriate licences or I have gained permission to display (for non commercial
purposes only) by the original owner. All images in this resource are therefore
copyright protected to The Empowered Educator. They cannot be reproduced or used
in whole or part, for any reason.
You May Not:
Alter or sell my files. All file are for personal use only. You may not use my items for
sale or profit, i.e. print them off, laminate them and sell them to others.
Enjoy your new resource!

Jodie Clarke

www.theempowerededucatoronline.com

